DIGITAL DOOR VIEWER ”SNAPSHOT”
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Digital Door Viewer “SNAPSHOT”
Automatic image pickup, with time and date shown on each photo.
All the recorded pictures will be stored in MICRO SD(TF) cards.
All the recorded pictures may easily be browsed and edited, no need to take out the SD card.
Infrared camara with night mode function
Comprehensive functions, integrating door bell into door viewer.
Convenient operation: single button press for general operation
Easy installation: no need for any special tools.
Automatic power saving mode: 4 AA batteries can last for 2000 turn-on operations.
The digital door viewer “SNAPSHOT” is designed to replace the traditional peephole viewers with a
new electric system giving the viewer clear and high quality images.
Why use the digital door viewer?
The focal point of security in any home is the front entrance door.
Traditional door viewer
Image quality is poor.
The user, to see an image, must put an eye close to the viewer and this darkens the peephole alerting the visitor that someone is in the house.
The viewer is too high for young children to use.
Elderly people or those with sight disabilities may have difficulty in viewing a clear image.
Advantages of the digital door viewer
Easy operation. Just press the button to view an image on the large LCD screen.
A large clear image can be viewed of visitors at any height and at any distance.
Easy for younger children to handle and to view images.
The large clear image makes it easier for elderly people and for those with sight disabilities to view.
Installation.
Very easy to install into new installations or to replace the exsisting traditional door viewers without
the need to damage the door further to install new wiring into the door.
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